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Option Speed Data
Data analysis at an unrivalled speed!
Specially designed for the problem of analysing large volumes of data, Access Insight’s “Speed
Data” enables you to find answers to your questions from amongst billions of lines of data in just a
few seconds. Boost your business intelligence project by leveraging the performance figures of your
database without having to set up a complex project.

Unrivalled speed: reduce
response time by 10 to 20 times
It is quick and easy to switch to the higher
speed. The Speed Data option enables
you to improve the performance figures of
your existing databases without changing
their structures.

Get answers to your questions
simply and instantly
Data analyses even on large volumes
of data become less complex and less
tedious for your users, who obtain the
required information instantly.

Dare to analyse “big data”
Don’t be frightened to set up your
business intelligence project over large
volumes of data. With Access Insight and
the Speed Data option, it is quick and
simple: forget complex data warehouse
projects.

Why use the “Speed Data” option ?
The users of business intelligence solutions today face new
challenges with constantly growing volumes of data, also
known as “big data”. This can translate into longer response
times in data analysis, which impacts directly on users in
their daily work.
Access Insight can support you in this transition by offering
the Speed Data option. Speed data can be integrated into
your business intelligence, reporting or analysis projects with
the aim of giving your users what they really need: quick
answers in any situation.
Drill down, compile and handle your large volumes of data
to get key information in just a few seconds, when it would
have taken several minutes under normal circumstances.
The Speed Data option leverages the latest analytical
platforms which reduces the need to pre- aggregate the data
and lets the user interact with the data in less time – without
the need for building inflexible data cubes.

About Access
We are a leading author of fully integrated business management software. One of the UK’s top five fastest-growing software
developers (Sunday Times Buyout Track 100), over 10,000 businesses and not-for-profit organisations use Access to unlock
their potential. Offering solutions for ERP, finance, HR, payroll, warehousing, business intelligence, PSA and manufacturing, our
vertical expertise and template solutions allow for rapid and easy deployment whatever your industry or sector.

To find out more about Access Insight, visit www.theaccessgroup.com/insight,
email info@theaccessgroup.com or call 0845 345 3300.

